School Community Council Meeting – 9/9/14

In attendance: Heather Ash, Alice Spencer, Marcy Cox, Lynn Mecham, Tasha Lewis

Appoint new community council member: No one contacted Heather or Tasha so we still need someone.

Fundraiser:
People wanted it to be on a Saturday. They are worried about staff not wanting to give up their Saturday. We are thinking March 28th. Marcy brought up wanting a big item or reason for more people to come outside of parents and employees, (i.e. concert) Heather went to another auction where they did a silent auction which was successful. Include gift cards with the silent auction baskets, etc.

Marcy thinks we need to have a reason why we are having a fundraiser like playground.

Proposed time frame:
11-1pm  March 28th
11-12pm silent auction
12-? Live auction

Tasha will email Scott Johnson about getting the cafeteria all day long

Lunch: pork sandwiches, chips, drink
UVU catering (hopeful), Harmon’s (Heather will talk to sister in law),

Cassie brought up her husband would donate bounce houses, to do a carnival then he will give all the proceeds to the school.

SCC: Second Tuesday at Noon.

School Business: Lynn brought up our numbers and how crowded we are. We are hiring 3 more techs, one for each class. District officials came over to look and see what we can do for space. Our gym is getting full of stuff we don’t need. We got a bid for cabinets in Lynn’s office, Jason office, teacher room, and workroom. We voted to use trustland money to help pay for storage. Everyone voted yes.

SCC brought up maybe splitting up ages so have two Oakridges: one elementary one secondary or two catchment area one in Springville one in Salem.

The council is looking at options to upgrade the Playground- if you have matching funds then some businesses will write a grant. We need to know how much the district is willing to pay. Alice said that Stacy (from Mapleton Parks & Rec) designed the Mapleton playground and is willing to help us get in touch with people to help us.
Next meeting Oct. 14th